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SIAM
(The Kingdom of Siam – Muang T’ai)
Previous to the war 1914-1918, Siam had already realised the usefulness of
aircraft. In 1911, the Ministry of War sent three officers of the Royal Engineer to study
the art of flying in France. After having obtained their certificates, they returned to Siam
in 1913.
The Siamese Royal Flying Corps was then established to train pilot and organize
Military Aviation.
When the Siamese Government declared War on the Central Powers, in 1917, a
contingent of pilots and mechanics, together with motor transport and troops, were sent
to join the Allies in France. At the end of the War, owing to all the world’s progress in
aviation, and owing to the necessity for the development in flying service for military, and
above all for civil purposes the Royal Flying Corps was then turned into the Royal
Aeronautical Service; with the aim to direct general aviation of the country and to seek
the ways and means of using aircraft for public benefit.
On October 13, 1919, the Siamese Government signed the International
Convention concerning Aerial Navigation.
The Royal Aeronautical Service employs many kinds of aeroplanes for different
purposes, among which are some of Siamese design.

A Bristol “Bulldog” (“Jupiter” engine) of the Royal Aeronautical Service of Siam
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THE ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SERVICE
Headquarters :- Donmuang, Bangkok.
Aviation School :- Donmuang, Bangkok.
Central Repair Shops :- Donmuang, Bangkok.
Chief Workshops for Aeroplane and Motor Construction :- Bangsue, Bangkok.
2nd Aviation School :- Manow Bay, District of Prachuab Giri Khandh (300 km.
from Bangkok).
1st Wing :- Donmuang, Bangkok.
2nd Wing :- Donmuang, Bangkok.
3rd Wing :- Korat.
The Aviation School accepts two categories of candidates :(1) Young officers of the Army and Navy under 24 years of age, and
(2) Young men who have passed their eighth year in the Secondary Schools.
These latter, as a rule, can only become non-commissioned officers.
WORKSHOPS
The principal workshops for the construction of aviation materials and the
manufacture of certain parts of aero-engines are at Bangsue. They are being
continually enlarged and are capable of building, with the material of the country,
aeroplanes of every type in service. Certain raw materials, however, are imported from
abroad and transformed in the workshops according to the use required of them.
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